#BADRUTT’S MOMENTS
And the winner is …
St. Moritz/Munich, 23 January 2019. Millions of guests from all over the world have decided:
Badrutt’s Palace Hotel is the Top of Switzerland!
Today TripAdvisor, the world’s largest travel site, announced the winners of its Travellers‘ Choice
Awards for Hotels and recognized Badrutt’s Palace Hotel as #1 in the category “Top Hotels” as well as
#1 in the category “Hotels with the best service”.
„Badrutt’s Palace is not just by name an exclusive and luxurious hotel. With its special flair, its fantastic
location at Lake St. Moritz, its spa area and its great hospitality this fairy tale’s castle has earned its first
place,” TripAdvisor explains and quotes a guest’s feedback: „Exceptionally professional and kind staff,
from the voiturier to the front desk, from the waiters to the housekeeping team. Everything is just perfect.
Not to mention the atmosphere of this historic top hotel. It cannot be compared to any other hotel –
a ‚superior class of its own‘ which you won’t find anywhere else in Switzerland.”
The Travellers‘ Choice Awards, which are not determined by a
TripAdvisor-committee but are based on millions of reviews and
opinions collected in a single year from TripAdvisor travellers
worldwide, are in their 17th year. „We congratulate the properties
around the world recognized as the best hotels, which receive the
highest honour – our Hotel Oscars. Travellers can consider these
award winners when picking the perfect hotel for their need – for
any budget or trip type – to help inspire their travels in 2019,”
comments Susanne Nguyen, PR spokeswomen for TripAdvisor.
„We are truly honoured by this top ranking,” says Richard
Leuenberger, Managing Director of Badrutt's Palace Hotel. „The
many wonderful reviews on TripAdvisor show us that we succeed
in continuously surprising and pampering our guests with excellent top-level service. Our team takes pleasure and pride from
their work, and each day they strive with heartfelt passion to offer
our guests a perfect stay – and learning from TripAdvisor that we
managed to fulfil their needs and even to exceed their expectations is the most rewarding moment to us. We are very happy and
proud about this choice of the TripAdvisor Community: Thank
you very much for those great awards!”

ABOUT TRIPADVISOR
TripAdvisor, the world's largest travel site, offers 702 million reviews and opinions covering the
world's largest selection of travel listings worldwide – 8 million accommodations, airlines, experiences, and restaurants. TripAdvisor also compares prices from more than 200 hotel booking
sites so. TripAdvisor-branded sites are available in 49 markets, and are home to the world's largest
travel community of 490 million average monthly unique visitors.

ABOUT BADRUTT’S PALACE HOTEL
Experience legendary service and an enchanting atmosphere in the heart of St Moritz. Unrivalled
and unexpected eating and drinking meet a unique sense of belonging in a historic and iconic
mountain resort. A celebration of style, sports, culinary and wellness adventures 6,000 feet up in
the Swiss Alps. In winter, the Badrutt’s Palace Hotel is the perfect starting point to explore one
of the world’s most exciting ski regions. In summer, alpine and spa activities abound in the sunsoaked Engadine Valley. The Badrutt’s Palace Hotel opens its doors for the winter season
2018/19 from 1st of December 2018 until 31st of March 2019.
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